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Project Report, due Monday December 9 during our scheduled Final Exam 
period 5:30 to 7:20 in our regular classroom.  Write up no more than 4 pages 
describing your progress on an analog building block.  Include:

1. What you needed to learn in order to start the design
2. design sketches and simulations
3. What you discovered that requires more work
4. Preliminary results, which may include simulations, hardware, photographs

Your project report may include a description of complete working hardware, 
with measured results.  It is also acceptable to describe what you attempted 
and a description of some challenges you have encountered.  “Hardware that 
doesn’t work yet” is the entire world of design engineering.  Once it works, it is 
passed on to manufacturing, and that’s a different realm.

In Analog IC Design we spend most of our time on things that don’t work yet, so 
your final report for this class does not need perfectly working hardware.

The last class session on Wednesday December 4 and the Final Exam period will 
be devoted to showing and discussing your projects.  Be prepared to discuss the 
four topics listed above, and answer questions.  The format of the discussions is 
an informal interview to see what you’ve learned in the class and how well you 
understand what you’ve done so far.

It is particularly helpful if you have working or non-working hardware to show, 
as that makes it easier for people to ask questions about what you did and why.  
Think of these last two class meetings as a “Job Fair” where you demonstrate 
what you have learned, and ask questions of your classmates to find out what 
they have learned.

You will not be grading each other, but part of the purpose of this exercise halfway 
through 421-422 and 521-522 is for each of you to ask questions and think about 
team members you would like to work with next quarter on our more ambitious 
projects in 422/522.

Topic: Analog Integrated Project, Individual Project Reports

My final grades for you will be based on your project reports, and the questions I 
ask when you show your work on Wednesday and Monday.


